SDWE FACTS ABOUT THE CONTROL DATr 6600

This brochure contains some of the basic facts about
the Control Data 6600, designed to be faster and to
have greater capability than any computer now existing. The 6600 system consists of a single central
processor which contains: ultra high-speed arithmetic and logical functions, a central memory of
131,072 words of magnetic core storage, plus builtin peripheral and control processors; associated
consoles; and the capability of handling an almost
unlimited variety of peripheral equipment.
Because the 6600 represents a definite break with
the past in computer design, only a few of the relevant facts describing the 6600 can be presented in
this limited space. However, it is hoped that these
will at least provide a brief introduction to the entirely new computer philosophy made manifest in
the 6600.

6600 FACTS:
The Control Data 6600 Computer is freon-cooled,
which means there is no moving air in the machine
as there is in traditional computers.
In the 6600 Computer only silicon components are
used.
High density packaging in the 6600 is achieved
through a unique packaging design. The technique
employed results in more components per cubic
inch than ifi previous designs.
The machine logic in the 6600 is propagation timeoriented, i.e., the internal logic timing is controlled
by propagation time on wire.
The 6600 Computer executes on the average of
over 3 million instructions per second.
All logic and memory elements used in the 6600
are mounted on page frames which swing open for
easy accessibility.
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The 6600 central memory consists of 131,072
words of magnetic core storage having 32 independent banks.
..
The 6600 employs*pluggable' m&nory system mod-
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'utes, each consisting of 4096 words of magnetic
core storage.
The word length of the 6600 central memory is
60 bits.
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There are 10 built-in independent Peripheral and
Control Processors in the 6600 Computer, each
having a 4096-word core memory. These memories
are in addition to the 6600 central memory.
There are 10 functional units in the 6600 Central
Processor, as follows:

*

2 Adders
2 Multipliers
* 2 lncrementers

1 Divider
1 Shift
* 1 Boolean
1 Branch

These functional units operate on 8 increment
registers ~f 18-bit length, 8 operand registers of 60Bit length, and 8 memory address registers of 18-bit
llength. Up to 32 instructions can be held at once
for program loops.
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There are several l'evels of concurrency in the 6600
Computer, broadly consisting of:

0

Concurrency'in program execution in the 10
built-in Peripheral and Control Processors.
Concurrency in the 113 basic Central Processor
functions.
Cancurrency in the 32 independent banks of
the Central Memory.

Eleven programs are run simultaneously on t h e .
6600 Computer. These programs are not timeshared.
The 6600 Computer provides maximum operator1
)machinecommunications via its console tube disI ' play, which includes keyboard.
Inlitial software for the 6600 is scientifically oriented, with FORTRAN as the base language.
'The 6600 renders practical the formulation and
solution of large-scale 3-dimensional mathematical
models.
!
The 6600 Computer has three times the speed as
!set forth i n the initial specifications. In short, per2, formance was significantly upgraded during develr
l a prnent.

Memory system module installed on the page frame; below, the
housing area and connectors into which the memory system
module is positioned.
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